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A Message from the Head
Dear Parent/Carer,
I have sent an end of term letter out with detailed
information but wanted to take this opportunity to tell
you how proud I am of all the achievements of our
school community that are celebrated in this newsletter.
So much so, that I do not want to take up any further space.
I wish you a wonderful relaxing and safe holiday and look forward to even
more success next term.

Emma Hillman

Keep up to date with us via our website
www.heathcoteschool.com, or
follow us on Twitter (@heathcotee4) or
Facebook (Heathcote Secondary
School, @Heathcotee4)

www.heathcoteschool.com

An Introduction from our Head Boy
and Head Girl
I’m Georgie Park and I’m Paulo Lourenco and we are currently Head Boy and Head Girl at Heathcote
School. As Head Boy and Head Girl we help to ensure that all pupils feel safe and at home whilst
being in school. We both talk to pupils to gain feedback on the school and how we can help from a
pupil’s standpoint to improve it by bridging the gap between staff and pupils - not only to give us
our own voice but to also help develop and grow our school.

Prefects’ first and most important duty is to help ensure behavior around the school is regulated
during break and lunch time. So as a collective with the help of Ms. Morrison, we created a
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timetable that allocated us to areas that we believe needed the most monitoring. Since this timetable
has been implemented, we prefects have been committed to helping out by making sure everyone is
following the school rules creating a more positive
impact on the school. Prefects have also started to
organize new and upcoming charity events which
we look forward to seeing in the near future as
well as getting more involved with the younger
years by growing friendships with them and trying
to keep them out of trouble. Due to all this hard
work, prefects have been given opportunities to
visit places such as Gilwell Park to help out with
the younger years in their first few weeks of
school and more recently, a school trip to watch a
movie.

Recently the school provided prefects with a fun day out to watch ‘The Hate U Give’ which is a movie
that challenges modern society’s views against racism and police brutality in America. We went to
watch a rescreening of the film (as it came out in 2018) in Cineworld at the O2 arena giving those who
hadn’t been there an opportunity to see the venue in its entirety. We began the day by meeting at
South Woodford station where we proceeded to take public transport to Greenwich. ‘The Hate U
Give’ is an extremely empowering movie as it tackles topics that play a large part of society’s
conversations. However, what made the movie even more unique was the fact that its main character
Starr Carter was a 16-year-old girl which allowed us to resonate with her motives and feel her
struggles as she wasn’t too different from us creating an emotional bond between us and the
characters. After the movie we were kindly allowed to spend about 45 minutes to either get some
food at the many restaurants on offer or to go and explore inside the arena looking around at the
shops seeing all the arena had to offer. All in all I guess “U” could say it was a very good opportunity
for us prefects in Year 11 and Year 13 to bond together over a fun day out.

Georgie Park & Paulo Lourenco
Head Girl and Head Boy
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Tweets From Twitter
Tommy Allsop and Richie Vukomba in 9.6 are two of the
Heathcote pupils who have been painting the first of 11
murals with artist Mik Richardson. The completed mural,
designed by Afnan Mohamud in 11.1 and Ashton Hawkes in
8.7, is now on the wall the Humanities building. Read more
about our mural project on Page 8...

Some of our Year 7 pupils enjoying a trip to Gilwell Park in
mid-Setember! The weather could have been better, but
never mind, that’s all the more reason to get that fire
going...

Year 11 Heathcote Art pupils visited the Wallace Collection
towards the end of September for a sketching workshop. They
were impressed by the opulent décor and left feeling greatly
inspired!

Our Japanese Club pupils were excited for the upcoming
Open Evening – and they were very popular, with plenty of
visits throughout the evening. Arigatou!
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A group of Y12 & 13 students attended the employability
skills workshop hosted by Dan Miller from 'Young
Professionals', discussing various ideas & suggestions about
what pupils can do to broaden their experience outside the
classroom, enhance CVs & improve their future career
prospects.

The Labour local parliamentary candidate, Faiza Shaheen,
visited Heathcote yesterday to speak with some of our Sixth
Formers and discuss some of the local issues. All agreed it
was an interesting & lively debate! The current MP Iain
Duncan-Smith and the Liberal Democrat candidate Geoff
Seeth were also invited to visit. MaryAnn Annan (Year 13)
said “Really interesting questioning our possible MP for
Chingford! Our discussions over Brexit, inequality in
education & social mobility enabled us to see how she
would tackle these important issues. She invited us to her
Grassroots campaign next week!”

The inaugural Parents Coffee Morning today was very
successful and positive, with topics discussed including the
upcoming Challenge Week, debate about homework and
helping with revision techniques at home. Come along to the
next one on Monday 10th February from 8.45am to 9.30am!

Shortly before half term, some of our Year 13 students
prepared for their Bar Mock Trial competition. They
received some excellent support from Barrister Lucy Corrin
in preparing for the case they will be presenting at
Snaresbrook in November!
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Astrobiology Webinar for Heathcote Sixth Form
Students
In mid-November, a group of Year 12 and 13
Biology and Physics students took part in a
webinar about the science behind searching
for life and habitable planets in the Universe.
Delivered by Dr Sarah Gretton, from Leicester
University, the lecture included several
examples of the most up-to-date evidence and
knowledge surrounding this type of research.
Cameron White, one of the Physics students in
attendance said:
"I enjoyed how much information was presented to the class throughout the course of the
presentation, it was interesting to learn about the possibilities of intelligent life existing on other
planets."
The Biology students were particularly interested in the aspects of astronomy that are at the
interface of different subjects. There was also a strong career guidance component in the event,
with references to students that went on to work in research, public communication, management
in scientific industries and consultancy, just to name a few examples.
Dr Barard, who organised the event added: "It was lovely to have the opportunity to bring some of
the most exciting aspects of academic research to our students and to make them aware of the wide
range of opportunities available for students of STEM subjects in general. Even the other teachers in
attendance, such as Ms Faria and Ms Kerr, thought it was eye opening to hear a lecturer discuss
common concerns of A-level students as they prepare to apply for University."
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On Tuesday 19th November,
Heathcote School attended the
annual Waltham Forest Jack
Petchey Awards evening held at
The
Assembly
Rooms
at
Walthamtow
Town
Hall.
Our two winners from last year,
Melih Civici (left below) and
Constantine
Dulcianu
(right
below) attended accompanied
with their families. Both boys have made a memorable contribution to Heathcote School
over a prolonged period of time and have been an absolute credit to themselves, Heathcote
School and elsewhere in our community. In addition we also had a member of staff rewarded
for all her work with many pupils. Ms Buchan has made a significant impact on a huge
number of young people, many of
whom are overcoming personal
challenges including hardship,
uncertainty and many of life’s
obstacles. For some Ms Buchan
is a real reason for them to attend
school.
Both staff and pupils had an
extremely enjoyable evening and
we are delighted that their efforts
were recognised!.
Mr Hutchins, Assistant Head
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Heathcote’s Mural Projects update
We are delighted to announce that our Mural Project, working in conjunction with Mik Richards, is
now very much underway and currently stands at five imposing artworks, with more to come. We’ll
let the pictures do the talking!

Six of our pupils
stand with Mural
#1, which they
helped create and
which now occupies
a prominent
position on the
front of the
Humanities
Building!

Using an airbrush,
Mik puts the
finishing touches
to what was a dull
beige wall
opposite the
canteen during
October...
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A rather aquatic theme to Mural
#3, cleverly built around the
Humanities Building drinking
fountain!

The big one! This huge
dramatic artwork (right),
depicting the Four Seasons,
occupies pride of place in
Heathcote’s full-height atrium
in the main building and enjoys
dramatic lighting from the
three-storey window
adjoining it...

Mural #5, left, was installed at
the beginning of December and
dominates its position on the
end of the Sixth Form
overlooking the meadow.
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DT Goes Vegan!
Inspired by the UK Vegan Day (November
1st), Ms. Krakue organised a range of
activities focused on a plant-based diet.
Staff got together to prepare and make a
range of vegan dishes to a bring and share
lunch in the staffroom. In unity, we enjoyed
each others company, discussed well-being
and ways of improving our food choices.
Another week, the staff in the DT
Department went full throttle by having a
week on a plant based diet. This encouraged
insightful discussions with pupils; who where very supportive in this time. We discussed the
intricacies of a vegan diet, and were even given ideas by students on how we can enjoy our vegan
meals. Soya and Coconut milk have now become a firm favourite milk alternative in our tea!
The hardworking SEND
pupils joined Ms Krakue in
making delicious Vegan
cookies too! The grand
finale was marked with
pupils preparing and making
a vegan meal of their choice
at the DT enrichment
cooking club. There was a
real buzz with pupils pairing
up with teachers to cook up
a storm! A wide and varied
range of sweet and savoury
Vegan
dishes
were
successfully made, truly an
event
to
remember!
Feedback from staff and
pupils was very positive.
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A massive thank you to the Year
9 girls who have helped to host
the Xmas Craft Club with Ms
Hannigan.
There have been wreaths made,
brussels sprouted and lots of
fun as pupils from Year7, Year 8
and Year 9 joined together to
make a series of festive crafts.
Thanks also to the Art
Department and other members of staff for contributing their resources!
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On Friday the 8th November, our Year 12 A level Mathematics pupils and 10 of
our Year 11 Maths students attended a talk titled ‘Stand Up Maths’ at Forest
School. The talk was on "Numbers in the News" and explored the misuse of
statistics.

Zoe Griffith, giving the talk, specialises in engaging Maths talks and the aim was
to help our pupils to see the use of Maths in greater depth outside of the
classroom in everyday life. Mr. Wiggins and I were really impressed with the
behaviour and conduct of our pupils. Well done to them all!
Ms Nawaz Khan
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All rise for Heathcote’s Bar Mock
Trial Finalists!
Heathcote Sixth Formers produced a fantastic team performance to reach the final of the Bar Mock
Trial competition, losing out to last year’s winners by only a single point.

Bar Mock Trial is a unique extra-curricular experience for students aged between 15 – 18 years old.
Run by the Bar Association, it is a national competition that allows students to gain insight into the
law and the criminal justice system. The competition immerses students in all aspects of a criminal
trial as they take on the roles of barristers, defendants, witnesses, court clerks, ushers and jury
members to prosecute and then defend two fictional criminal cases. Points are awarded for verbal
communication skills, recall of events, improvisation, organisation and teamwork.

On the 23rd November, a dozen schools from the South-East Region battled it out at Snaresbrook
Crown Court in front of real crown court judges. In round 1, Heathcote heavily outscored Waltham
Forest rivals Walthamstow Academy, defending fictional accused ‘Danny Acosta’ against
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Walthamstow’s team of prosecutors. In particular, Shahin Erdal and Ellie Lowe (both Year 13)
excelled in their role as defence barristers causing Walthamstow’s prosecution witnesses to
admit the inconsistencies and holes in their accounts of events. Kazia Safo (Y13), appearing as
the accused) also provided cogent and clear answers, frustrating Walthamstow’s prosecution
barrister and leading the jury to accept her side of events.

Rounds 2 and 3 continued in much the same vein. When taking their turn to prosecute the
‘Danny Acosta’ case, Mary-Ann Annan’s and Paris Duncan’s (both Y13) oracy received special
commendation from the trial judge. Moreover, the second fictional case – a charge of actual
bodily harm (ABH) after a nightclub fight – saw Heathcote sweep aside their Essex opponents.

And so to the final! Dressed in full barrister attire, Marrium Hussain and Charlie Finch (both Year
13) were asked to defend the ABH case they had successfully prosecuted in Round 3. Charlie’s
perceptive questioning and Marrium’s forensic closing argument were superbly supported by
Edwina Aggrey’s (Y13) outstanding turn as accused, ‘Alex Wallace’. Despite it being the first year
Heathcote had entered Bar Mock Trial, the team produced a highly effective display to come
within a single point of defeating last year’s national champions.

Heathcote will certainly be returning in 2020 to go one step better and make the national finals,
which are held at the Old Bailey. See you in court!

Lauren Huckstep (Year 13)

ParentMail
Please ensure you sign up for ParentMail (if you have not already done so), as this way you can be kept up-todate with letters, dates and documents relating to your child or children.
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More Tweets From Twitter
The first week back of the Autumn Term saw our first
Challenge Week take place—a mixture of activities, tests and
trips. Some of our pupils enjoying “Customised Netball” in the
autumn sunshine!

One of our Year 10 pupils, Layla Kececi, recorded an
astonishing achievement at Crufts in October! Following on
from her successes earlier in the year, the event at London's
ExCel Centre saw not just one but *both* her dogs qualifying
for next year's show. Well done Layla!

14 of our pupils were invited to the London Stadium in November to
celebrate the anniversary of West Ham's Players Project, the most
ambitious and integrated community programme ever created by a
Premier League Club. We were delighted to support their “PL Kicks
Youth Showcase”!

Some of our pupils visited Chingford Mount Cemetery on
Friday 8th November to participate in a memorial service
held for those lost during conflict. A very humbling and
thought-provoking event for us all.
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Some interested Year 9, GCSE and A level drama pupils saw a
performance of “The Border”, new theatre by Afsaneh Gray. They
left discussing the current political debates in our society, the
impact of social media, and how to get their voices heard. Photos
courtesy of Jack Barnes.

Japanese Language Club students learned basics of Japanese
art of Kirigami - a variation of origami that includes cutting of
the paper. This will be useful when preparing seasonal
ornaments of course...

Last week a group of our Year 12/Year 13 Biology &
Chemistry students attended an event at Forest School, "The
Living Autopsy", led by retired pathologist Matthew Clifford.
He explained step by step how to perform an autopsy by
showing pictures and real life examples of organs!

Two of our Year 12 students are pictured performing a job
interview in Spanish as part of the topics we have been
studied in ‘El mundo laboral’ (the workplace). Their responses
to the interviewer were very well-developed.¡Estupendo!¡
Estáis contratadas!(Well done! You are hired!)
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A busy autumn for the DT
Department!
KS3 Food Nutrition Enrichment Club
Pupils in Design Technology have been enjoying Food
Nutrition enrichment lessons producing dishes of their
own design and experimenting with ingredients to create
a range of dishes. The pupils have shown that they have
good ideas and can follow recipes to achieve good quality
outcomes that they are proud of. The group have learnt a
lot about specific processes and the importance of
working in a systematic way; adhering to high standards
of hygiene management and kitchen control. The pupils
have enjoyed this opportunity and we look forward to
welcoming the next cohort at the end of this enrichment rotation.

Year 10 Design Ventura Competition
A dedicated group of product designers formed a team to enter
the Design Ventura completion run by the Design Museum. The
project brief requires pupils to design a commercial product that
could be sold in the museum shop
and should cost no more than £5.00
to purchase. The pupils developed
several ideas and looked specifically
at the issue of sustainability with a
particular focus on plastic bags. The pupils’ final design called
‘Compackt’ (right) features a reversible bag that can be folded and
placed onto a bag via a keychain for convenience and quality of
experience. The group now wait to see if they have managed to secure
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a place in the finals where they will be (hopefully) required to present their ideas to a professional
panel at the Design Museum.

Year 11 DT Pupils - Coursework Commitments
Pupils studying Product Design and Designing the
Built Environment courses have been working hard to
ensure that their coursework is detailed, thorough
and showcases their talents as problem solvers and
designers. Pupils in the year 11 DBE class have used a
combination of media including hand-produced plans
and Building Information Modelling to realise their
building design for a community building as set out in
their design brief. Pupils in the year 11 Product
Design class are transitioning from design
developments to the creation of their final
assessment piece and have been using their own time
to ensure that their plans are detailed and accurate. The range of projects is vast from
Chaise-lounge chairs for pampered pooches to educational books that will educate young people
about the importance of sustainability and recycling.

Year 7 – Design…Engineer…Construct – DEC Connect Awards
Our inaugural year 7 DEC Connect Award club
has started with 30 pupils signing up for an
accredited award where they are required to
design a restaurant for a celebrity chef. The
pupils will produce a portfolio of work
showcasing their ideas and will use
industry-standard Revit software to create their
design proposals using BIM to realise their
design.
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Year 8 tackle Challenge Week and visit
The British Museum
As Challenge Week crept up in mid-October, pupils buzzed with worries and doubts but armed with

revision flashcards and subject knowledge, we were ready!
The atmosphere of Heathcote was like no other: pupils left,
pupils right, studying with all their might; rapid ‘Do now’
questions shot like bullets at the start of our lessons and
keen pupils engaged in extra-curriculum drop down sessions. Determination and resilience was our motto. As pupils
beamed and oozed with fresh knowledge, it was a sight that
inspired and motivated all.
Challenge Week is where pupils are pushed to their limits with what they have learnt from topics
during the first half term and then rewarded for their efforts.

“I love Challenge Week as it motivates me to be the best I can and it challenges me to learn new,
eye-opening information.” – Pupil of Year 8

“It was very hard but it taught me new stuff.” – Khadeeja Akhtar, Pupil of Year 8

“I loved the workshops. They displayed a different perspective to me and I also loved how we
had an opportunity to learn about our future careers and fixed mindsets.” –Year 8 Pupil

“It was a different experience and it made us more focused.” – Zain Faisal, Year 8 Pupil
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Challenge Week ended with a treat for all year groups. For Year 8, we experienced a lovely trip to
The British Museum; we embarked on a knowledge hunt
whizzing around various sections
of the world, battling Ancient

Greece to unwrapping what Egypt
had to offer. Form groups had the
opportunity to walk the path of
those before us and channelled
various skills from school taught
subjects:
artefacts

drawing
to

problem

specific
solving

intriguing objects.
Pupils at Heathcote look forward to more Challenge Weeks for we love to feel challenged and are
most pleased with the
how we were taught to
revise for subjects and
prepare for our tests.
As

another

Challenge

Week looms in February,
we know it is just a step
to prepare us for what
our future GCSEs are
going to be like.
Bernice Pompa 8.6
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Heathcote Y12 Biology Students Attend Lecture
at the Royal Linnean Society
In September, a small group of Year 12 Biology students attended an Evening
Lecture at the Royal Linnean Society of London. Head of Science, Ms Faria, tells
us more;
The lecture, titled "Sampling the Deep" was delivered by Dr
Kirsty Kemp, a Research Fellow at the Zoological Society of
London. Her work is mostly undertaken in the context of
developing realistic and sustainable management practices
in the marine environment. She used storytelling to grab her
audience's attention on a topic that can sometimes be seen
by students as monotonous.
Before the event we were treated to a reception in the
historic library at the Society and even had a chance for
some sightseeing in and around Burlington House and
Green Park. Anthony Gormley's small sculpture just outside
the Society grabbed the attention of many visitors, including
our group.
The stories about how the fishing industry of Greenland
came to support the tremendous effort being undertaken by conservationists such as Dr
Kemp to understand and preserve the biological diversity of the sea floor were absolutely
inspiring and perfectly summed up in the final quote of the lecture:

"In the end we
will conserve only
what we love; we
will love only what
we understand; and
we will understand
only what we are
taught."

(Baba Dioum, 1968.)
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Mathletes Walk Away with Gold!
Ms Waters-Rudge took five of our best mathematicians (from Year 10) to take part in
a "Mathletics" competition against other schools across East London. This was the
first time that Heathcote School took a team to the competition and on our debut…
WE WON! Heathcote School were crowned Mathletes Champions 2019-20, beating
Beal High school (placed 2nd) and Sarah Bonnell (placed 3rd).

Congratulations to Brehyr Harvey, Huma Nazar, Muhammad Sameed,
Hannah Luesley and Ibrahim Khan.

Huma and Breyhr
said:
‘We arrived at
Monoux
College
totally unprepared.
Everyone
was
revising and we
knew nothing, it
w a s
v e r y
intimidating to be
in a room with all
these
other
schools but we
just laughed to ease the tension. We began with an A level lesson which was
extremely hard. After a break and some snacks we started the competition. We
worked together and gave each other roles so we could get the most effective results
without wasting time. After 30 minutes they collected our result and we thought we
had done terribly. Other schools were bragging about how easy it was, increasing the
tension and nervous laughter. When they were ready to announce the results and
they called out the winning team we were all shocked and in disbelief as we were
fully convinced that we were the losing team. But in fact, we had won. Whoopee!’
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Ms Nawaz-Khan took 4 A’level Mathematicians to participate in the UKMT Senior Team Maths
Challenge at Queen Mary University in London. The team (pictured below), which consisted of
Michael Stanway, Shahin Erdal, Muhammad Baasit and Moriah Sanusi, did really well and
came in 9th place (out of 31).

This was the first time that Heathcote have entered this challenge at this level so this was a great
achievement. Well done to the team!
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100% Attenders
Year 8

Year 7
ANSAH Lawrence
ASGHAR Danyaal
AVDZHA Mehmet
AYDIN Osman
CARROLL Ellie
CHAUDHRY Amna
CHAUMUN Shaakirah
GEORGIEV Teodor
GRANT Evie
HAMILTON-PAGE Rian
HUDA Aasim
KABASHI Leon
KARACOBANOGLU Reyyan
KHOGYANI Yazdan
KILINC Kerem
KILINC Kevin

LEFF Igor
KULARASASEKARAN
Thenushaan
MAHINTHAN Ackshaiyan
MARINOV Samuil
MERSIN Emre
MOFFAT Evie
MOLL Alfie
NEWLAND Lewis
PASICH Tristan
PETERS Tasia
PLESA Maria
ROTHENBERG Jessica
SELVAKUMAR Sanjeka
TROTMAN Eboni
WAIDSON Lewis
YOUSEF Somia

Year 9
AHMED Hussain
ARI Asim
ASALKHOU Parsa
BUAKU Alex
CAMERON-STEPHENS C.J.
COLYER-SMITH Mia
CROWLEY Takunda
DALY Roisin
DARI Daniel
EKOMISA Ruth
FIELD Aimie
GLONDU Aliah
GRECZKOWSKI Olivier
HAMBI Andreas
HAYDON Megan
IBRAJ Samed
KEMPSTER Thomas
KOLES Efekan

LUKE Ashdon
MAGEN Ella
MANORANJAN
Nithurshan
MATTHEWS Keiran
MELLAN Casey
MIAH Sarwar
MOHAMED Jamaal
MONTAGUE Georgia
MULLINGS Lauryn
NASH Jovan
NTIAMOAH Jewel
OSUJI Chinelo
SIKHIO Armie
SIMEONOV Dimitar
STEPONAITYTE Kamile
TRICKEY Daniel
VUITE Sade
WANG Yu tin

ALMEIDA Daniel
ARCHIBALD-HAVEN Zerai
AYROV Salih
BALKUS Martin
BOURIB Bouchra
BOVELL Indya
BRADE Cory
BUTLER Raegan
CHILARU Dorian
DA COSTA Damali
DIYA-SINCLAIR Mya
FAISAL Zain
GENTLES Amara
GRANT Eliza
GURGAN Cinar
HARDY-MOCKFORD Harry
HARRIS Kadia

HULL James
JAMES-FIELD Harley-Mason
JUSTICE Billie
KABESA Darius
LEVEROCK Destin
MIAH Akash
NAZAR Summaya
OWUSU Adwoa
OZCAN Eren
RICHARDS-HILL Tyshaun
SAHALL Faiza
TAHIR Tansel
TALMADGE James
WALTON Caden
WANG Yu Xuan
WENG Jia Heng
WERNER Michal

Year 10

Year 11

AMMARA Alex

CARBY Taylor
CLARKE Sonny
COLLINS Tyler
CYRUS Tyreece
DA SILVA Ana
EVANS Tazmin
GULTEKIN Jasmin
ISSE Nasra
LAING Joshua
LOGATHASAN Sabharna
LOWTON Marleina
MICHAELIDES Myron
MUKUNGWA Felix
PETER Bonnie
PHILLIPS Rayona
RAIU Radu
SAHALL Bisma
SEKER Alican
SHAH Tawhid
ST. HILL Jameel
TOPRAK Roder
UKPERAJ Ramush
VUITE Makiesse
WOOD Henry

BARKER Thomas
BENNETT JAMES Tianna
BILGIN Berkan
CHAUMUN Saadiyah
DANG Kayley
DUZGUNCE Ulas
DWUFOUR-SIRIBOE Nia
NEWLAND Harrison
PAGAN Stephanie
ROBINSON Ella
SMITH Lyddie
TAYLOR Kayode
THURLOW Ben
WOOD Liam
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Even More Tweets From Twitter
Some of our Year 12s took part in a mock job interview on a cold
December afternoon, as a way of boosting their confidence and
ability in this vital skill. Some even agreed to be filmed doing it!

Members of 8.6 created posters and went on protest, bursting into
Ms Hillman’s meeting demanding we ‘Stop the waste!’. 8.6 made it
very clear that we want Heathcote to increase its recycling ratio
further. Ms Hillman promised to address their concerns and
applauded their efforts!

Can you guess the theme of December’s Science Club? Yes…Bubbles!
Our pupils made lava lamps, created a mega bubble and compared
different brands of coke with Mentos to see which has the biggest
chemical reaction!

On Tuesday 10th December, the Heathcote School Council assisted
by Ms Morrison arranged for a bake sale to take place in the school
hall at lunchtime. Business was good, there was very little left by
the end, and all proceeds went to their chosen charity,
Greenpeace.
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On the same day as the bake sale (and taking place right next door),
Heathcote pupils had a chance to vote in the Heathcote General
Election for their favourite local candidate, two days before adults
got to vote in the real thing. Once polling had closed, the results
were declared as a Labour victory with 235 votes out of 281,
followed by the Conservatives with 40 votes and the Liberal
Democrats with 6 votes.

We were off carol-singing again down at Chingford Mount in
December, in what is rapidly becoming an annual Heathcote
tradition! Plenty came to see us in Albert Crescent in our usual
spot, and we raised £122.72 for MacMillan Cancer Support...

On the last Tuesday before Christmas, our Year 7 Girls football team
won the Waltham Forest Borough Cup! Special mention goes to
Acacia Terumalai who scored a hat-trick and was awarded Woman
of the Match. They will now go on to represent Waltham Forest in
the Girls London Cup.

A bumper Christmas Lunch was laid on this year! Some 800 of our
pupils opted in, with crackers, hats and festive music also on hand
and plenty of staff joining in too. Merry Christmas!
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Sixth Form Student Enjoys Amazing Experience
in New York
One of our Year 13 students, Nana Kofi, enjoyed an amazing experience in New
York over the summer, courtesy of the Amos Bursary! Nana explains more
below...
Earlier this summer I was given the
amazing opportunity, by the Amos Bursary,
to intern in New York for a month. I had the
privilege of working at Adjaye Associates, a
well
renowned architectural firm headed
by Sir David Adjaye, who has designed
stunning buildings such as the National
Museum of African-American History and
Culture (NMAAH). For a month I worked in
the Research and Marketing department, on
a number of projects. An interesting project
that I worked on was regarding the recent
discovery of oil in Guyana and analysing the impact this would have on the nation’s
economic development. Aside from working, I had the opportunity to partake in a number
of cultural experiences. I saw the Statue of Liberty and many
other monuments whilst on a boat tour around the city, I
visited Washington D.C. and saw the various historical sites,
as well as visiting the NMAAH, and I visited the Apollo
Theatre and was given a tour by the infamous Billy Mitchell.
Overall, it was an invaluable and life changing opportunity
which has increased my commercial awareness, advanced my
personal development and enriched my cultural capital by
exposing me to a plethora of opportunities.
This opportunity would not have been possible without the
Amos Bursary. The Amos Bursary was set up to address the
underrepresentation of young British men of African and
Caribbean descent in higher education institutions and
professional environments. They provide support to motivate
students to reach their greatest potential. Through a series of
personal development programmes, the Amos Bursary empower and equip young British
men of African and Caribbean descent of with the skills they need to achieve their true
potential.
Read more about the Amos Bursary: www.amosbursary.org.uk
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The Young, Gifted and Black Awards
Heathcote were invited to The Young, Gifted and Black Awards towards the end
of November. Assistant Head, Ms Argyrakis, writes…
‘The Young Gifted And Black Awards’ went really well—the venue was packed, there was a
great atmosphere and
some 132 pupils from
across the borough
were there to receive
trophies supported by
their families.
Our GCSE students
Leyah and Elianna
(left) attended and
received trophies, well
done!
Of our KS3 students
Kayode, Krisalyn, Nia
and Juanita (below)
were there and were presented with trophies: it was great to see them. Many
congratulations to them and
I hope they enjoyed the
evening.
We know from talking to
pupils that they loved feeling
the community support
behind them and knowing
their school values them.

Ms Argyrakis
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Visit to CERN - Our trip to Geneva, Switzerland
At the end of the summer term, Year 12 pupils studying A
level Science, visited one of the world’s largest and most
respected centres for scientific research – CERN.
Scientists from CERN conduct research on what the
universe is made of and how it works. We were given a
guided tour of their research facilities and experts spoke
to us about their work on the Large Hadron Collider (LHC).
During our short stay, we visited other popular sites
including the History of Science museum and the United
Nations where we were also given a guided tour of their conference rooms and learnt about the history
of the UN.
Testimonials from pupils that attended:
“It was a wonderful opportunity being able to travel to Geneva and experience the tour of CERN. It was
amazing to see how particles contributed to the medical industry via PET scans and X-rays. I found it
fascinating to discover more about the mechanisms behind it and why it is used in certain cases.”
Niloufar Soleimaninejad (studying Physics, Chemistry and Biology)

“Going to Geneva was a very enjoyable as well as enlightening experience. We had an array of activities
that provided, not only further depth into my A level subjects, but also opportunities to build closer
bonds with my peers as well as new people who I may have not spoken to if I had not gone on the trip.
Furthermore, there were opportunities to have fun and enjoy the experience of the country of Geneva to
its fullest potential, for examples going to restaurants, enjoying the beach as well as going shopping in
Geneva's variety of huge shopping destinations. It was a very enjoyable experience and I hope more trips
like this can be arranged in the future.” Shahin Erdal (studying Chemistry, Mathematics and History)
“I really enjoyed the Geneva trip. It was great fun and has created many great memories. The trip to
CERN built on my particle physics knowledge from A-Level. I learnt about how they use background data
to discover the Higgs Boson and how LHC works.” Moriah Sanusi (studying Physics, Chemistry, Maths)

“My trip to Geneva, Switzerland was very fun
and engaging. I learnt a lot of interesting
information about space and enjoyed
learning about CERN, and on how they are
able to discover new particles - which I learn
about in my A-level topics. This helped me a
lot.” Thomas Batt (studying Physics,
Mathematics and Drama)
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Dilan Tartar– Teaching Assistant

Gulen Mahmut—Teaching Assistant

Sarah Johnson—Headteacher’s PA

Hazel Smith—Cleaner

Nicole Evans—Casual Teaching Assistant

Micah Waters—Casual Teaching Assistant

Rahana Hussain—Attendance Officer

Aliyah Shaikh—Casual Teaching Assistant

Chris Salvemini—Teacher of PSHRE

Heather Fleetwood—HR Manager

Diane Collins—Teacher of MFL (temporary)

Alice Yengo—Teacher of MFL

Michael Hampson—Teacher of PSHRE
Ashley Noonan—Cleaner
Andrea Jennings—HR Manager
Marie Senior—Head of MFL Department
Joan Alexander—Teacher of Science

Here are some of our provisional dates to help you plan ahead.
Monday 6th January 2020

Pupils return to school

Monday 6th January 2020

Meet the Tutor Event / Year 9 Options Event

Wednesday 15th January 2020

Sixth Form Open Evening

Thursday 23rd January 2020

Parental Engagement Evening

Thursday 6th February 2020

Year 9 Parents Evening

Monday 10th February

Parents Coffee Morning (8.30am)

Monday 17th-Friday 21st February 2020

Half Term

Monday 9th March 2020

INSET Day—Pupils not in school

Thursday 26th March 2020

Year 12 and Year 13 Parents Evening

Friday 3rd April 2020

End of Term (Pupils leave at 12.30pm)
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School Uniform
At Heathcote School we believe that school uniform plays a crucial role in creating an inclusive
community, providing a school identity and demonstrating equality amongst pupils. Pupils are expected to wear school uniform at all times and a high standard of dress is required both within
the school and when representing the school in the community. Whilst this list below is not definitive or exhaustive, pupils are expected to be appropriately and respectfully dressed for school.
The emphasis is on formal dress. Final decisions regarding the appropriate nature of uniform
choice will rest with the Headteacher.
All pupils must wear at all times:


A black blazer with a Heathcote Badge (sewn or ironed on)



A plain white shirt with collar, tucked in (any clothing worn under shirts must be white)



A school tie * (with year group colours), with a minimum of 5 bars of the stripe showing.



Black school style trousers (not tight fitting), knee length skirt or full length skirt.



Black leather or leather look school shoes—this includes a trainer
style but must be leather or leather-look.

 White or black, ankle/knee length socks or tights.

Year group tie colours 2019/2020
Pupils to keep ties for their time at Heathcote.

Year
Colour

7
Yellow

8
Red

9
Green

10
Black

11
White

Prefect
Black

Optional



School style black V- necked jumper



Muslim girls may wear a plain black hijab. For other pupils hair accessories should be plain
white or black



Sikh boys may wear traditional turbans.
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Please Note


Belts, hair bands and other accessories must be plain and in school colours.

 Boots may be worn to school in bad weather but must be changed for school shoes on arrival
hhiat school.


Coats and hats can be worn to and from school but are not permitted in the school building
during the school day. Coats/hats should be taken off before entering the building.



Hairstyles should be suitably formal. Significant hair colouring or shaving of hair (including
patterns) is not permitted.



Hair accessories should be plain and simple. Bands and Ribbons should be black or white.
Bandanas are not allowed.



Light make-up is permitted. Nail polish and acrylic nails are not permitted.



One discreet item of jewellery per student may be worn i.e. 1 small pair of plain gold, silver or
diamante stud earrings. Earrings must only be worn in the ear lobe.



No other piercing is permitted.



Watches are encouraged.



A large formal style school bag is compulsory (big enough to carry A4 books)

PE kit


School navy polo shirt



School navy blue shorts



School navy blue football socks



School navy blue jogging bottoms



School navy blue sweat shirt



Black/White Trainers (with non-marking soles to protect the sports hall floor)



Towel

Drama kit
Drama socks with a gripped sole.
Our school uniform suppliers are Speedstitch (Address: Speedstitch, Unit 32, Walthamstow
Business Centre, Clifford Road, Walthamstow, E17 4SX, 020 8531 4446 – Opening times 9am
– 5pm Monday to Friday). All information regarding prices and stock can be found on the
website. You are able to purchase all of the school uniform from Speedstitch, but you may
prefer to buy some items from other suppliers (such as supermarkets). Items with an * must be
purchased from Speedstitch. In 2018, only new Year 7 pupils need to purchase a tie. If pupils in
any year lose their ties or need a replacement, these can be obtained from the school office or
Speedstitch. Badges can be purchased from school or ready-sewn onto the blazer if you
purchase this item from Speedstitch.
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At the end of the summer term, thirty of our Year 9 pupils visited the
Eurospace Center where they lived like astronauts for a few days. They
experienced
how
some
of
the
concepts they learn
about in Science
(such as gravity) are considered practically
when building space shuttles and
simulators. They also learnt how the
combination of the three sciences,
technology and mathematics can bring
about these innovations.
Pupils experienced the microgravity wall,
participated in moon walk simulations and
rocket building.
In other news, we are delighted to announce
that one of our Year 11 pupils from the
previous academic year has been awarded
the prestigious Arkwright Engineering
Scholarship. Pupils awarded this scholarship
receive funding towards their education,
support from mentors who are experts in the
field, hands-on experience and a chance to
network with like-minded students.
Finally, Heathcote’s perennially-popular Science Club, which runs
on Thursdays after school, has set off in the usual spectacular
style. Experiments involving fire in the hand, bubbles you can
stand in, homemade lava lamps and even roaring Jelly Babies,
we’ve had it all!
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Fireworks Night provided a real "explosion" of talent on Tuesday 5th
November, as our Year 7 and
Year 9 boys football teams
participated within the West
Ham United FC Foundation’s
Schools Football Tournament.
Both sides displayed some fantastic
football along the way, notching up
enough points to progress through
to the next group phase of the
tournament.
Against strong competition, both
teams were able to show resilience
and skill to
progress further and
further. In fact, our Year 9s overcame losing their first two matches to qualify, which was absolutely amazing stuff!
Well done to all of the pupils involved, and we hope that they will progress all the
way to the finals at West Ham’s Training Ground.
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A roundup of the latest Sports News from our P.E Department
He "floats like a butterfly and stings like a bee!"
Congratulations to our Year 10 pupil Oliver Tanner who won
the National Boxing Championships! Oliver, 15, who boxes for
the Waltham Forest Amateur Boxing Club, competed in the
Junior Novice Class A Under 57kg contest at Hayes Working
Men’s Club on Sunday 3rd November against Brian Fletcher
from Marston. With a good start and excellent progress in the
second round, he found the final round a bit tighter but
nevertheless secured a majority decision from the judges.
Oliver is pictured with coaches Chris Baker and Ken Oram.

A great effort from our team on
Friday 6th December, making it all
the way to the final of the Waltham
Forest 5-a-side tournament - but
alas we lost 4-2 to Leytonstone
despite all the hard work. Never
mind lads, there's always next time!

The aim of Heathcote School &
Science College is to provide an
excellent education in a safe,
supportive
learning
environment,
where people are valued and make
positive contributions to the school
community and where pupils go on to
become independent members of
society.

Don’t
forget!
Pupils return
to school on
Monday 6th
January
2020.

Jake from AFC Leyton visited us on
Thursday 21st November to take a
football session with our Year 7
and Year 8 pupils. Interested?
We're doing it every Thursday
between 3pm and 5pm, join us!

www.heathcoteschool.com
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